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TazPup is a Puppy Linux derivative build from Slitaz packages. It combines the advantages of both two 
lightweight distros.  

NOTICE: Linux is a trademark of Linus Torvalds, Puppy Linux is trademark of Barry Kauler, and Slitaz is a 
trademark of Christhope Lincoln 

 

Advantages and Disadvantages of two distribution 

A. Puppy Linux 

Advantages Disadvantages 
Lightweight Ambiguous Framework (especially on networking) 

Better persistence on frugal install Inconsistent Desktop Environment 
Works on low ram Poor package upgradeability 

Improved hardware detection and setup Non-modular init process 
Multisession persistence Ambiguous documentation 

Well explained architecture Getting bloated over the time 
Easy to remaster Fair package management 

Software modularity and extensibility  
Out of the box kernel modules  
Intelligent filesystem loading  

 

B. Slitaz 

Advantages Disadvantages 
Extremely lightweight Poor persistence on frugal install 

Small packages Requires larger RAM (for expanding filesystem) 
Well organized documentation Problems on setting up clock 
Good package upgradeability The architecture not well explained 

Consistent framework Remastering is not easy 
Consistent Desktop Environment No software modularity and extensibility 

Modular init process Kernel modules was split into packages 
Good package management Filesystem loading is not intelligent 

 

 

 

 

 



How TazPup works 

The following flow chart diagram will explain a lot about TazPup mechanism in a nutshell 

1. Structure 

Slitaz works on top while Puppy works under the hood. But there is some part of Slitaz was modified in 
order to work like Puppy. Puppy core files was mixed on Slitaz filesystem compressed on Squashfs with 
xz compression, 1M block size.  

 

2. Bootstrap Process 
a. Common Linux distro boot process 



b. Slitaz boot process 

 
c. Puppy linux boot process 

 



d. TazPup boot process 

 
 

On these boot strap process, you will notice that the three bootstrap process (A, B, and C) shown have in 
common – They executed main init on the linux filesystem. Both Puppy and Slitaz are setting up 
filesystem before executing the init script. 

On TazPup boot process Puppy will perform boot strap process for preparing the filesystem. The Puppy 
init (/etc/rc.d/rc.sysinit) of TazPup was modified to perform and setup layered filesystem only (unlike on 
pristine puppy which loads kernel modules, run services, and perform predesktop tasks). 

After the layered system was setup, the slitaz init script (/etc/init.d/rcS) was executed to boot like a 
normal Slitaz .  

TAKE NOTE: Slitaz boot scripts was modified and configure to perform some puppy tasks prior to starting 
desktop environment. Because of this, some Slitaz boot parameters will work (except “home” 
parameter) on TazPup as well as Puppy boot parameters (except “acpi”). 

 

 



Benefits of TazPup 

 Extremely lightweight 
 Upgradeable packages (Some packages was block due to incompatibility with Tazpup) 
 All the advantages of Puppy Linux and Slitaz can achieved 
 Some enhanced puppy features applied on Slitaz side 

Package Management 

Since Slitaz was seated on top, its package manager (tazpkg) was the default package management 
system. It no longer uses Puppy packages; however, you can still install them by package conversion by 
just double clicking them to convert into Slitaz package format. 
 

Getting Support 

Because TazPup is a hybrid system. There you can seek help to both Puppy and Slitaz. However here are 
the guidelines for seeking help 

Puppy Support Slitaz Support 
Kernel, modules, and firmware Slitaz Applications 
Boot and Init Hardware setup 
Persistence Desktop Environment 
Remastering Display Server 
Puppy Linux Applications Networking 
Hardware setup Package management 
Package management  

 


